Fabric Requirements

1– William Morris 2017 charm pack (7300PP)
1– Moda Grunge charm pack (30150-162PP) for background
Additional Yardage needed for binding – ¼ yard William Morris 2017 (7307-24)

Cutting

Using a ruler and rotary cutter, cut all 84 charm squares twice diagonally to make a total of 336 quarter square triangles.

Cut 3–2½” x width of fabric (WOF) strips for binding.

Construction

Each hourglass block requires 2 background (tan) and 2 print quarter square triangles.

1. Stitch all triangles into pairs using 1 print and 1 background. Always stitch pairs with the print on the right and the background on the left. See illustration below. Make 168 pairs. Press seams open.

2. Random select 2 pairs. Stitch together to make 1 hourglass block. Press seam open. Do not stitch matching prints together in the same block. Trim blocks to measure 3½” x 3½” with seams. Make 84 blocks.
Assemble Table Topper

1. Sort blocks into sets of 4 with 1 matching print in each group of four.

2. Position the four matching print triangles toward the center of the block to form a pinwheel. Press seams toward prints. Make 21 pinwheel blocks. You will use 18 of the 21 blocks.


4. Join rows to complete table topper. Press. Topper should measure 18½” x 36½” with seams.

Finishing

1. Using a diagonal seam, join binding strips end to end. Press seams open. Fold prepared strip in half wrong sides together and press to make the binding.

2. Layer, Quilt, and Bind.